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"Both of them are immortals from the Ancient Immortal Court and have existed for over twenty

thousand years, don't you think?" Lin Hao was rather amused, looking at Qing Shirt's meaning, it
seemed like he really wanted to take her as his disciple.

Pfft!

Nan Ge, who had just taken a sip of water, directly spewed out.

"A fairy of more than 20,000 years, hahaha, laughing my ass off, no wonder Old
Xu lost, even if you give Old Xu a few more lifetimes, you won't be able to surpass Sister Qing
Shirt, haha, Old Xu didn't lose unfairly, it's not even on the same level ah." Nan Ge almost
laughed out loud.

She didn't know much about the guqin, but she had seen the video of Xu Lao

being ashamed of himself, and she couldn't figure out how Qing Shirt could be more advanced

than Xu Lao in terms of attainment in the guqin at such a young age.

Now she understood, they looked young, but they were fairies of more than
20,000 years. 20,000 years, even if a pig concentrated on one thing, could reach an

incomparably terrifying level.



The Chinese civilisation is only 5,000 years old, so there is no comparison.

Today's knowledge simply opened the door to a new world for her.

"Then would you like to? I'll be your disciple. Will you be my disciple, so that in
the future you can also do the flying and disappearing on your own and do everything." The green
shirt once again inquired, "Moreover, if you do not cultivate, your years will only be a few dozen

years in a hurry."

However, to one's surprise, Nan Ge was surprisingly silent.

She, hesitated.

Yes, Nan Ge hesitated.

She believed that Ling Yun and Qing Shie were fairies from tens of thousands of
years ago.

They had existed in the world for tens of thousands of years, and as long as they

opened their mouths and said yes, it would not be a problem for them to live for two or three

hundred years, and they would be able to fly to the sky and disappear to the earth, which was
almost like being an immortal.



After a long time, Nan Ge shook his head, "Thank you, sister Qing Shirt, thank
you for thinking highly of me, but forget it, I think it's better to be an ordinary person."

"Ordinary people have the joys and difficulties of ordinary people, I believe you
are the same, although I don't know much about your world, but all levels are the same, the
trouble index is the same, just for the things that bother you are different."

It wasn't just Lin Hao and the others who froze at this answer, Qing Shou was also
incomparably surprised.

I didn't expect that after knowing their identities, Nan Ge would still be able to

stick to her heart and refuse, and wasn't much scared or rusty either.

After all, as powerful as they were, in this girl's eyes, they were just her friends,
and how powerful a friend was was a friend's business, she didn't care about that.

The green shirt was amazed and spoke with great admiration, "It seems that I have

indeed seen the right person, even so can maintain the original heart, but very good, since you
have already made a decision, then I will not force you."

The green shirt waved his hand and a green-coloured xuan light inscription struck

into Nan Ge's body, who did not change in any way, although he did appear to be more energetic
as a whole.



"This will have no effect on your life now, this will keep you safe for the rest of
your life, free from illness and a long life."

"Wow? Is that so powerful? Fairies are just awesome." Nan Ge was so excited to

hear this that she hugged Qing Shirt and gave her a kiss on the cheek, "Thank you sister Qing Shirt,
little Nan loves you to death."

Ling Yun's eyes widened, she, she actually hugged her sister and gave her a kiss?

And Ao Dog, who saw that they hadn't left work for so long and ran over to ask

about the situation, just happened to see this scene, Ao Dog admitted that he was sour ah, why ah,
his goddess was actually kissed by another sister, not fair ah!

Lin Hao also had a face of fiddling gossip.

The key green shirt is also confused, the whole person is frozen in place,
surprisingly also, also blushed a little what the hell?

When Qing Shou reacted and found everyone looking at her with a gossipy face,
she blushed even more and spoke angrily, "What are you all looking at me like that for? There's
nothing else to do is there?"

"Sister, you, you're blushing ......," Ling Yun stammered, pointing at Qing Shirt's
face.
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"Nonsense, you get a kiss see if you blush!" Qing Shizi laughed in a good-natured way.

Nan Ge was also afraid that they would misunderstand, and hurriedly explained

that it was just too excited, and that it was really nothing, she was definitely not moving towards
that aspect of lilies.

This surprised Qing Shirt, after 20,000 years of development, had the human

mindset become this enlightened? For a moment just now, Qing Shirt was a little worried, should
she let the other side take charge? Or should he pretend that nothing had happened?

"Alright, no more fooling around, pretty much go back and rest, there are still
some things to deal with at night." Lin Hao stretched out, the day job was done and it was time to
steal a home later in the evening.

Ao Dog had already scouted out the two areas of the immortal mansions, with the
presence of a bug-like ability like Lin Ruoshi, the empty gates and immortal mansion prohibitions,
they couldn't stop them at all.

Nan Ge looked at Lin Hao and the others curiously, what else did they have to

deal with at this late hour? They weren't going to go on some killing spree at night, were they?

Nan Ge was even more glad when she thought of this, it was better to be an
ordinary person, it was so simple to be happy and equally so simple to be sad.



On the way back, Nan Ge was not afraid of Rui Lin, she even went straight to his
back, just like riding a horse.

Other people rode horses, but she rode a tiger, which was very impressive.

Rui Lin seems to have the intention to tease Nan Ge, constantly galloping, jumping
up and down, scaring Nan Ge and making her scream, feeling even more exciting than a roller
coaster.

When Ruilin stopped, he laughed at the girl's eagerness to try it again, which
made Ruilin confused. The heart is really big.

On the other hand, Qin Bingyu was leading the three hundred immortal slaves of

the Moon Palace towards the Arctic Mountain, and would soon arrive there.

Right now, among the Moon Palace camp, including Qin Bingyu and Qin Hai

Grievance, there were a total of five seventh realm Illusionary Spirit Masters, which could be

considered very powerful.

"Amitabha Blessing, EldestMiss, the situation ahead is not quite right, we'd better
stop first." Qin Hai Zhan seemed to sense the danger? er wu xi zero steak ground dye?
opportunity and suddenly stopped.



Qin Bingyu also sensed it, an incomparably terrifying aura was suddenly released
in the direction of the Arctic Mountains, an aura that could only come from at least a seventh level

peak realm Illusionary Spirit Master, already at the level of a half-step deity, divine and heavenly.

Qin Bingyu's brows locked, "What's going on? Are there other Illusionary Spirit

Masters blocking it? Or is it Qian Yuan or Ao Feng's doppelganger who is causing trouble?"

"According to the aura, it's Qian Yuan's aura." Qin Hai grumbled and wrinkled his

brows.

Immediately afterwards, another even more powerful aura appeared, accompanied
by a burst of earth-shattering dragon roars, and a terrifying dragon might was unleashed in all

directions.

Ao Feng also roared in anger, "Qian Yuan, what the hell do you mean! How dare

you betray me! What good can that Lin Hao give you! My son betrayed me, how dare you betray

me too! Have you forgotten our ten-thousand-year pact!"

Qin Bingyu and Qin Hai Grievance and the others looked at each other, dammit,
what the hell?

That aura was Qian Yuan's aura!

And looking at the situation, it seems that this Qian Yuan and Ao Feng have gotten

into a fight!



"Ao Feng seems to be injured, it seems that Qian Yuan has attacked him, this Qian
Yuan has thrown himself into Chen Bei Xuan's camp, go and support him." Qin Hai Grievous
shouted a Buddhist hymn aloud and turned into a golden stream of light, heading straight for the
Arctic Mountain.

"Everyone, follow." Qin Bingyu followed close behind, they couldn't let Qian
Yuan alone spoil their plans!

The battle between the two was fought within their respective realms. A seventh

level Illusionary Spirit Master could directly carve out an area of space as a battlefield, in which
he or she was the absolute master, and if an Illusionary Spirit Master of this realm were in a real

world war, he or she could shatter mountains and rivers and space with a single move, causing a
horrific disaster.

This is why ordinary people cannot sense it, but all Illusionists who have reached
the third level or higher can sense this terrifying aura.
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The people who had just returned to the Lin family's ancestral home all looked in the direction of
the Arctic Mountains in unison, their gazes staring intensely, a powerful aura coalescing on each
and every one of them.

Nan Ge was so overwhelmed by this aura that it was difficult to breathe. This aura
was not directed at her at all, but after all, she was an ordinary person, and the worst here were all
fifth level realm Illusionary Spirit Masters, whose auras were most combustingly powerful and

terrifying.



Nan Ge looked in the direction of the Arctic Mountains with equal curiosity, but
there was nothing in sight but the blackness of the night, what were they looking at?

"Qian Yuan is starting to move." Qing Shirt spoke indifferently, "Unfortunately, I
forced myself to set foot in the Underworld, so I can't go forward now."

"I'm not going either ......" Ao Dog suddenly popped up and spoke awkwardly,
"I've left home, but I can't lay my hands on Father if I want to, and the bloodline suppression

alone has ruined me for the most part. "

Wow. A hot man who can be invisible has appeared!

Nan Ge incomparably amazed at the sudden appearance of Ao Dog, also was a big
jump, soon, Nan Ge but found that Ao Dog look elegant, handsome sunshine, so handsome ah.

With a pair of peach blossom eyes, she looked straight at Ao Dog.

Ling Yun and Qing Shirt also noticed the scene, and were quite a bit surprised as

they looked at Nan Ge, and then looked at Ao Dog.

Lin Hao was also frozen, no way no way, could it be that the two of them were

looking at each other?



"Goo, girl, what are you looking at me like that for? You're staring at me like that,
I'm getting hairy all over." Ao Dog's back was chilled by Nan Ge's look and he looked a little

scared, this girl wasn't trying to do something horrible to him, was she?

"Seeing as you're so handsome, it's not okay to look at you more than once,
you're not really at a disadvantage, are you?" Nan Ge shrugged her shoulders and withdrew her

gaze, and only then did Ao Dog let out a sigh of relief.

Ling Yun, on the other hand, quickly attached her ear and whispered a few words

in Qing Shirt's ear, who smiled softly, "I think it's fine."

Ao Dog, however, felt that something was wrong with his body. You're not trying
to sell him, are you?

By this time, the battle on the Arctic Mountain had become more and more

intense, and even from a thousand miles away, Lin Hao could see that Qian Yuan had used his

bloodline divine ability, his body size had increased and he had opened his bloody mouth and

shot straight up to the clouds.

Qian Yuan's blood-basin mouth was like a bottomless black hole, opening up to
swallow the sun and the moon, and even the heavens were able to take it in with a single bite.

It was really something!



Qian Yuan opened his mouth and directly swallowed Ao Feng's domain into his
stomach, surrounding Ao Feng's domain with his own, and engaged in a fierce battle with Ao

Feng in his belly, while Qin Bingyu, who had rushed in, kept attacking Qian Yuan's body like
crazy.

"How big must this thing's belly be? It even swallowed the Old Dragon King as

well as the domain in one bite." Lin Hao couldn't help but suck in a cold breath, this Heaven
Swallowing Python's talent couldn't be Heaven Swallowing, right?

Just by that name alone, one could tell just how big this thing's appetite was!

Nan Ge listened in confusion from the side, not knowing what they were talking
about, but because he didn't understand, Nan Ge could only listen in silence.

"Heaven swallowing pythons, can swallow the sun and the moon this statement is

a bit exaggerated, but the ability to accommodate is really strong, snakes would have been able to
swallow several times larger than their own body in one bite, thus by slowly digesting."

"This heaven swallowing python even magnifies this ability infinitely, that's why
it's called a heaven swallowing python, under the urging of this Qian Yuan power, one bite can
swallow half of the divine land? Serve dyed yi ai lu closed aisan?" Ling Yun explained to Lin

Hao.

After hearing this Lin Hao was scared enough, a bite of half of China! This ......
"Qian Yuan's chances of winning?" Lin Hao was more worried that Qian Yuan was outnumbered.



If he couldn't stop the other party's attack, then the Moon Palace ban would
definitely be broken open and the consequences would be unthinkable.

In this situation now, if the Moon Wheel Immortal broke the Moon Palace ban and

came out, she would definitely go on a killing spree, and now was just the time when Qing Shirt

was at her weakest, so it was naturally self-evident what the consequences would be.

"The chances of winning are slim, he is no match for Ao Feng, even if it is Ao
Feng's doppelganger, that is still an 8th level realm Illusionary Spirit Master, and with the help of
that old baldy, the Qin family's help immortal slaves are also quite difficult to deal with." The
green-shirted immortal didn't think much of Qian Yuan: "The odds are that he will fail and flee in
defeat, but of course he's not so bad that he will not fall down."
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Hearing this, Lin Hao's heart snapped tight, no, he couldn't just sit back and wait for death, if he
watched Qian Yuan fight alone and sat back and did nothing, the situation would get worse for

them later on instead.

"Xiao Shi, Ling'er, Ling Yun, let's go! The situation is not right retreat
immediately, but something must be done." Lin Hao frowned and even informed Chen Xuanfeng
of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, asking them to lead dozens of immortal slaves from the Qing

Yun Heavenly Palace and head to the Arctic Mountains together!

Now Chen Xuanfeng had also reached the late sixth rank realm, and Zhao

Yuanlong was a little worse, only at the peak of the fifth rank realm, but he was also improving
very quickly.



Allowing them to participate in the battle might not play too much of a role, but
they had to go, and if they could hold an enemy at bay, then they had also played a role.

Lin Ruoshi nodded her head repeatedly and prepared to set off.

"I'm going too!" The sea tide clerk had heard the commotion long ago, seeing Lin
Hao going, he had to go too, now he was solidly at the middle level of the sixth grade, this realm
could only be considered a middle to upper level combat power now, the only way to be
considered a high end combat power was to reach the seventh grade Illusionary Spiritist realm.

"Then let's go!" Lin Hao didn't say anything, the Heavenly Sin Sword summoned

out, the second form dragon form, a dragon roar rang out, the Heavenly Sin Sword transformed

into a hundred meter heavenly dragon, Lin Hao leapt up and landed on the dragon's head, Lei
Ling also leapt up and landed beside Lin Hao, as Lei Ling couldn't walk through the air alone, Lin
Hao had to take her with him.

Seeing this scene, Nan Ge's whole body was stunned, what a bunch of gods are
these, indeed none of them are ordinary? Lu Serving Er Wu Shandi Closed Serving? People!

The next thing that shocked her even more appeared one after another, as the spirit
rhyme turned into a sky of peach petals, surrounding Lin Hao, and then turned into a stream of

light and headed straight north.

Hai Tide's sleeves were windless as he rode the wind, and the white cat let out a

tiger's whistle as it flew into the sky as a white stream of light.



The most shocking thing to Nan Ge was that the little bird on Lin Ruoshi's
shoulder, emitting a clanging phoenix sound, its body soared against the wind and turned into a

madness with wings spreading about five metres wide and bathed in fire, Lin Ruoshi landed
lightly on the fire phoenix, and the fiery red stream of light disappeared in front of Nan Ge's eyes
in the blink of an eye.

"This, what kind of gods are these ......" Nan Ge could not calm down for a long

time, although she was not willing to give up being an ordinary person, but this kind of power

through the sky and the earth, but still let her admire and marvel at it.

"Cut it out, see less, what's there to be shocked about, slowly you'll get used to it
later." Ao Dog looked at Nan Ge's startled look and was quite disdainful.

Nan Ge glared with both eyes, "I've never seen it before, and I'm not allowed to

marvel at it, but you, what the hell is this invisible man of yours? You haven't used this power of
yours to visit the women's bathhouse, have you?"

"You're talking nonsense again!"

"Me! Ao Dog! Prince of the East Sea Dragon King, I would do such a dirty and

vulgar thing?!"

"You're still the Dragon Prince, Ao Dog, sounds like a dog's name." Nan Ge rolled
his eyes and ignored Ao Dog, turning to go rest with Qing Shirt, leaving him here alone.



Ao Inu suddenly felt abandoned by everyone, even his goddess had left him, and
he couldn't go to the battle at the Arctic Mountain.

He could fuck anyone he wanted, but he was the only one who couldn't make a
move against the dragons, let alone his father.

On Lin Hao's and his group's way to the Arctic Mountain, the space around the

Arctic Mountain was transformed into a terrifying domain, in which both sides were engaged in

an earth-shattering battle.

Ao Feng used his own domain to forcefully burst through the belly of the Heaven
Swallowing Python, and his purple light sharp claws directly tore a huge gaping hole in the belly

of the Heaven Swallowing Python, rushing out in one go!

The two gigantic figures tangled in the air, their 10,000-metre terrifying forms

circling in the void, entangling and biting each other!

Ao Feng's sharp dragon claws, with each touch, were able to slice a
three-to-five-metre wide gash in the Heaven Swallowing Python's body, a couple of metres deep
with shocking wounds, and the sky was raining blood as fresh blood of the divine origin spilled

down.

Qian Yuan roared, and his snake's letter kept spitting out, trapping the Ao Feng
Dragon King with his huge body to death.
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Strangulation!

The python's universal skill, wrapping its prey to death and subsequently

strangling it, strangling it to death or even crushing it with incomparably terrifying force!

Qin Bingyu held an exquisite Xuan Ice Bow and Arrow in her hand, drawing it to
full strength, and five arrows shot out in unison.

However, compared to the size of the 10,000-metre long Heaven Swallowing

Python, these ice crystal arrows were no more than toothpicks.

All the arrows hit the body of the Heaven Swallowing Python and the ice crystals
shattered, not even breaking through the inky scales of the Python, erupting in a shower of sparks
and making a tooth-aching sound like scratching glass with one's fingernails, giving people
goosebumps.

The shattered ice arrows began to release a wide range of icy fog, and the scales of
the Swallowing Python's body attached a layer of white frost, which quickly froze, greatly
restricting its movement.

There was a clatter!



Seizing the opportunity, Ao Feng's dragon claw ruthlessly blasted the frost-frozen
scales, which shattered in response, as if the ice had been blasted to pieces, revealing a huge
gaping hole dripping with blood.

The other two seventh-ranked Illusionary Spirit Masters likewise exerted all their

strength to help Ao Feng Dragon King attack Qian Yuan's body.

However, Illusionary Spirit Masters below the seventh rank were not even

qualified to get close, that Ao Feng Long? Fuzi Yi Zero Pao Zero Xi Wu? Although the Heaven

Swallowing Python Qian Yuan was a peak Illusionary Spirit Master of the seventh rank, but the
bloodline talent of the ancient fierce beast, coupled with the terrifying body strength of the

demonic beast itself, it was difficult for a seventh rank Illusionary Spirit Master to hurt him.

As for those sixth-ranked Illusion Spirit Masters, once they took the field, they
were no different from serving food.

Qin Hai Grievous didn't stay idle, his hands were folded together, his Dharma
Golden Body surrounded behind him, and the wheel of light was constantly flickering back and

forth behind him.

His mouth was chanting out a golden Sanskrit sound.

Namo dharma tana dharma nyaya

Namo Ariyabhakti



......

Namo Siddhartha!

......

This is the Vajra Voodoo Sutra!

An odd Sanskrit text flickered with a Buddhist golden light as it quickly sped

towards the Heaven Swallowing Python and began to continuously surround it, one font after
another smashing into the body of the Heaven Swallowing Python.

Hiss!

Every time a Sanskrit text landed on the Heaven Swallowing Python, the Python
could not help but let out a hiss of pain, and where it was hit by the golden light Sanskrit text, a
burst of thick black smoke rose, scales were smashed, and the flesh and blood of the Python was

even made to rattle by the Sanskrit text, as if it was a piece of red-hot iron, inflicting extreme
punishment on it.

"Old vulture, suffer death!" Qian Yuan roared, he knew that this Qin Hai Grievance

was the doppelganger of that old bald ass in the Underworld, and that this Vajra Voodoo Sutra was
extremely damaging to demonic beasts.



As Qian Yuan roared, the thousand-meter snake's tail fiercely flung itself towards
Qin Hai Zhan and the others, and with such a fling, the wind and clouds changed colour, the gale
roared, and the terrifying shattering degree caused the snake's tail to erupt with a terrifying sonic
boom, breaking the sound barrier in a flash and carrying a heaven-destroying might.

"Divine Dragon Swings its Tail!" Ao Feng similarly roared, his dragon might
blasting in the opposite direction to Qian Yuan, the two colliding with a bang, the domain
collapsing, the space around it shattering, the terrifying collision causing incomparably appalling

energy to escape and sweep around with a bang.

At the sight of this scene, Qin Hai Grievance's face changed dramatically and the

speed of the scripture recitation in his mouth increased once again as a golden bell enveloped him.

Qin Bingyu and the others also turned pale with horror and retreated in fear, as the
aftermath of their collision could have killed them!

Although they were quick enough to react, the ripple of energy was equally
terrifying.

The power of two god-like beings striking with all their might was more than they
could bear!

The golden bell around Qin Hai Grievance collapsed and burst back hundreds of
metres.



Qin Bingyu and the others spat out blood as they fell backwards, and several of

the Moon Palace Immortal Slaves were instantly turned into a rain of blood as they dodged!
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The two collided in this stunning clash, each bursting back.

The two were a thousand metres apart in the void, looking at each other across the
sky.

Qian Yuan stared deadly at Ao Feng, his eyes full of resentment, and his huge

snake eyes were even more full of resentment.

Ao Feng, who was staring at him across the sky, was equally furious: "Qian Yuan!
What the hell do you mean! If it wasn't for me, how could your Jiao Long clan have developed to

the extent that it has today, it would have been wiped out long ago! Why are you doing this to

me!"

"Did you lie to me when you said you loved me? And what advantage did they

give you! To make you go out of your way to make an enemy of me!" Ao Feng was still trying to
drag Qian Yuan into the boat of thieves, but if they dragged on like this, if they delayed the Moon
Wheel Fairy from breaking through the forbidden system, their plan would be ruined!

This was about the future of the Dragon Clan, and even more about the future

pattern.



"Hahahahaha!"

"Big fool!"

Qian Yuan laughed rampantly and wantonly, "Still love you, but don't disgust me,
I've been disgusted by you for over 20,000 years, I've been disgusted long ago!"

When Ao Feng heard this, his face suddenly changed colour, did he say ......

"Thought of that? That's right, being insulted by you, claiming to love you that
existence, has long been erased by me! Your son has spoken of our existence as a disgrace to your
dragon race!"

"And how is the existence of that group of dragons not a disgrace to our Heaven

Swallowing Python clan! Even if I die today, you, Ao Feng, will not be able to complete your
plan!" Qian Yuan roared freely, as if he had never been so real in these 20,000 years or so!

No more need to continue pretending in front of this pervert's eyes!

"You, you killed her? How could you kill her! She wasn't just your mate, she was?
How could you kill her? Your sister!"



Ao Feng exploded, on the spot!

Why does it feel like, Ao Feng and the female half of the Swallowed Sky Python

is the true love? With the dragon clan left Ao dog completely because of the continuation of the

throne it?

"Hahahaha! How can I kill her, funny, not kill her and let her kill me?"

"You think I don't know, you united with her to try to exterminate me!" Qian Yuan
was all angry and laughed, did this Dragon King not have a brain.

"Geocache, help me! I will tear him alive!" Ao Feng was completely furious, his
dragon scales exploded and turned upside down, his body emitted a terrifying dragon might, the
space around him continued to shatter, and the terrifying aura of the eighth realm exploded

without the slightest disguise.

Even with the barrier of the realm, the area within the tens of kilometres radius of
the North Pole Mountain was still razed to the ground in an instant!

"Here it comes!" Qin Hai Zhan once again impacted over, and a golden body of

Buddha's Dharma appeared around him, each Dharma form emitting a different Sanskrit sound,
countless Sanskrit inscriptions wrapped around him as if they were inscriptions, at this moment,
he gathered the power of the Buddhas of the heavens in this.



The terrifying power of the Sanskrit sound suppressed the terrifying power of the
Evil Execution and Demon Suppression, causing the power of the Heaven Swallowing Python to
be suppressed tremendously, and his power was repeatedly suppressed.

Qin Bingyu was not idle, as an ice arrow sped away. Although it could not hurt

Qian Yuan, it could control and greatly limit his speed, and with Ao Feng's sharp dragon claw
attack, it could also cause Qian Yuan to suffer great damage.

Ao Feng let out a roar of rage and his streaking shadow lunged at Qian Yuan,
aided by a group of people, as the two long insects tangled together, shaking the void for 10,000
metres.

Ao Feng's sharp claws continued to leave a trail of horrific wounds on Qian Yuan's
body, blood pouring down in a desperate shower that was comparable to a torrential downpour!

Qian Yuan was equally furious, simply ignoring his wounds and damage,
frantically fighting back.

Ao Feng's body was also covered in horrific wounds, hundreds of metres long
and one or two metres wide, and dragon blood spilled onto the earth, but to these two
10,000-metre behemoths, a wound hundreds of metres long was no more than a trivial injury.

Highly skilled fighters exchanged hundreds of strokes in an instant, and before

long, Qian Yuan's body was heavily scarred and covered with horrific wounds. Qian Yuan's
battle spirit was high, but his combat power continued to plummet.
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He was already no match for Ao Feng, and now with Qin Bingyu and the most restrained Qin Hai

Grievous striking, so on and so forth, there was not the slightest chance of winning.

But there was no fear on Qian Yuan's face, instead, he kept revealing a mad look!

Ao Feng also seemed to sense that this fellow had no intention of winning against
them, this was to take them along with him to bury them!

"Be careful all, control him and get him killed quickly, or we'll all be doomed!"
Ao Feng shouted, his attack became even more fierce and sharp!

Lin Hao and the others had finally arrived, and dozens of immortal slaves from

the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, led by Chen Xuanfeng, had directly mixed with those immortal

slaves on the outskirts of the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace, all those seventh grade Illusionary
Spirit Masters had gone to participate in the core fierce battle, and here were all sixth to fifth grade
Illusionary Spirit Masters, with whom they had a fighting chance.

"What's going on? Why did the immortal slaves from the Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace run over?" Qin Bingyu's brows were locked, it seemed that Qian Yuan had really joined

forces with Lin Hao, the immortal slaves from the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace had all arrived,
didn't that tell the story?

But Qin Bingyu didn't take it to heart, even if there were no seventh grade
immortal slaves on the periphery, they still had the advantage, the immortal slaves from that

Qingyun Heavenly Palace were no match for them.



Immortal slaves from all of the immortal mansions in the various regions of China
had all started to arrive, just to see who would be able to have the last laugh in this ultimate battle!

"No!" Qin Bingyu suddenly reacted, since the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace

Immortal Slaves were all out, there was no reason for Lin Hao not to come over, if there were no
seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Masters to press the battle, Lin Hao and the others coming over,
the Qin Family's group of peripheral Immortal Slaves would be like sheep entering a tiger's
mouth!

"Qin Hai Grievance, Qin Lin, I'll leave this place to you." Qin Bingyu quickly
withdrew from the battlefield and headed straight for the outer battlefield.

Roar!

The white cat Rui Lin looked up to the sky and roared, activating his divine beast
bloodline as his aura skyrocketed and pounced directly towards the enemy.

Spirit Rhyme transformed into a sky of peach blossoms, a single peach petal was
like a sky of concealed weapons for an indiscriminate attack!

Lei Ling, Lin Ruoshi did not remain idle either, Lei Ling was surrounded by silver
thunder light, her flesh breaking the sound barrier, her extreme flesh strength was unleashed.



Lin Ruoshi casually tore through space, yanking out the void turbulence and

turning it into a weapon to continuously fling the Qin Clan's immortal slaves out of the way as the

little phoenix let out a phoenix cry and a violent stream of nirvana flames spewed out of its mouth.

"Stop it all!" Qin Bingyu's face was gloomy, in such a short while, almost ten
immortal slaves had been seconded by them, although it was because Lin Hao and the others had
popped out to sneak in, there was no denying how terrifying their combat power was!

Qin Bingyu unleashed a terrifying aura of the middle seventh rank, directly
turning the surrounding battlefield into a domain unique to her!

Lin Hao's brows tightened. Lin Hao's eyebrows tightened. He wondered if Lin

Ruoshi and Lei Ling could stop Qin Bingyu!

But he couldn't care less about that now, he had to support Qian Yuan.

At this moment, Qian Yuan was surrounded by three Qin Clan seventh grade

immortal slaves and had to fight Ao Feng in a bloody battle, he was already badly wounded and
there was not a single piece of intact skin left on his body.

"Lin Hao what are you doing here? You shouldn't have come, I was ready to die
with them long ago, to completely wash away the shame of my Heaven Swallowing Python clan!
I will make him, Ao Feng, pay the price!"



"My doppelganger is in Jinling, as long as my doppelganger is not destroyed, I
can still start all over again, you guys get out of here quickly to avoid being affected by my

self-destruction!" Qian Yuan anxiously condensed his qi and transmitted his voice to Lin Hao,
wanting him to hurry up and let them leave.

Lin Hao's brows were furrowed, had it come to this?

"Qian Yuan, your life is worth more than you think, you shouldn't die here, since
we're here, we must try our best, if we really can't stop it, it's not too late for you to blow yourself

up, it's better to live than to die."

Lin Hao didn't want Qian Yuan to die here, after all, he might still be of great use
in future battles, I'm afraid he wouldn't be able to hold on to this situation if he relied on Fairy

Qing Shirt alone to hold on ah.

"In that case, then you stop that old baldy for me, without that old baldy to

suppress me, they can't take my life!" Qian Yuan did not refuse even after a moment's
deliberation.
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"Yes!"

Lin Hao agreed and stared at that Qin Hai Zhan who seemed to be possessed by

the gods and Buddhas of the sky, his gaze also became sharp and cold, it was this guy's original
daddy who wanted the earth to turn into hell, thus helping him to achieve the supreme dao?



Jane? The fact that the earth is closed and the earth is closed? It was a

heartbreaking act of madness!

"First Form, Eye of Silence, open!"

"Seventh Form of Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, One Sword Seven Killings!"

The Qi of Silence enveloped the Heavenly Sin Sword, and Lin Hao even used the

strongest stance of the sword technique he had comprehended from Xuan Yuan's sword stance!
One Sword Seven Killings!

Lin Hao suddenly handed out a sword, heading straight for that Qin Hai Zhan.

Qin Hai Zhan also sensed it fiercely, and turned around with a sharp gaze at Lin

Hao: "Master Lin, you're only a fifth-grade Illusionary Spirit Master, and you want to hurt me?"

"Give up, the sea of suffering has no end, turning back is the shore, don't continue
to make one mistake after another like this."

Lin Hao was even exasperated by the other party, what the hell kind of sophistry is
that?



Lin Hao's expression was ice-cold as the Heavenly Sin Sword in his hand

transformed into form once more!

Second form, dragon form!

That terrifying sword made Qin Hai Grievance's face change slightly, there was a
huge gap between their realms, but this divine sword forged from divine patterns was equally

terrifying in its power.

Qin Hai Zhan was surrounded by the sound of the divine Buddha's Sanskrit, and
his golden light was so bright that he was able to resist the Silent Sword Qi, but the Silent Sword
Qi was still advancing, so the opponent might not be able to stop it!

Ow!

The Heavenly Sin Sword transformed into the form of a dragon, the sword
transforming into a swimming dragon, the body resembling a frightening gulf!

Lin Hao and the Heavenly Sin Sword merged into one, like an invincible golden
dragon roaring towards Qin Hai Zhan, the space around them rippling violently and terrifyingly as

it continued to impact towards Qin Hai Zhan.

"Bo Ruo all Buddhas, World Honored Earth ......"



Lin Hao couldn't help but pooh-pooh when he heard the other party's incantation.

"Bah! Look at my Great Mighty Heavenly Dragon!" Lin Hao cursed, and the

Heavenly Sin Sword in dragon form erupted with an ear-piercing dragon roar as the golden

dragon descended from the sky and violently swept Qin Hai Zhan up!

Qin Hai Zhan was interrupted from casting his spell, but that Silent Sword Qi was

still there.

Poof!

The Silent Sword Qi passed straight through Qin Hai Zhan's body, and his body

was pierced through with a large hole by the sword Qi!

"Master Lin, you can't kill me." Qin Hai Grievous was still trying to compel Lin
Hao, and the wound that was pierced through his body continued to expand under the erosion of

the Silent Qi, while the divine source within Qin Hai Grievous likewise continued to repair the

wound.

The difference between the original and the doppelganger was really huge, if the
doppelganger had been pierced by this sword, it would have exploded in an instant, while the
original seemed to be fine.



Seeing that Qin Hai was complaining about an old bald ass and was still firing his
mouthpiece, Lin Hao controlled the Dragon Form Heavenly Sin Sword and all the dragon scales

turned over, and the dragon scales turned into dense barbs!

With a cry of rage, the dragon body twisted with great force, and the sound of

snorting was incessant, Qin Hai Jie's entire body was blown into a hornet's nest by the terrifying
barbed dragon scales!

A stream of blood shot out.

"Amitabha Buddha, it seems that Master Lin has already made up his mind, so I
will not say any more." Qin Hai Grievous recited the Buddha's hymn in a loud voice, and the

golden light around his body pierced his eyes, and the seemingly horrific wounds on his body

rapidly healed in a way that was visible to the naked eye.

Qin Hai Zhan's body trembled violently, and Lin Hao was shaken by the sudden

and terrifying recoil from Qin Hai Zhan's body, sending him flying away, spitting out blood.

Lin Hao stared at Qin Hai Zhan in horror, was this old baldy so terrifying, even
though he was just a split body descending, he was still able to explode with such terrifying
power!

This shock made Lin Hao feel like his internal organs had shifted, and his body

was tingling with pain.



Qin Bingyu suddenly shouted angrily, "Lin Hao! Stop it right now! Or I'll kill
her!"

Lin Hao was about to strike again when he was suddenly drawn to Qin Bingyu's
roar, and with a glance over, Lin Hao's entire body froze in place. Ling Yun was under Qin

Bingyu's control!

Qin Bingyu was choking Ling Yun's lifeline as a threat to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao froze in place, and the immortal slaves on Qing Yun Heavenly Palace's
side, Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi and the girls were similarly frozen in place.

"Vajra Pestle!" Qin Hai Grievous, however, took advantage of Lin Hao's daze to
summon the Buddhist weapon, the Vajra Pestle, which was filled with Buddhist light, surged
more than ten metres into the wind, its sharp edge thrusting directly towards Lin Hao.
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Lin Hao suddenly picked up Ling Yun's meaning, and Lin Hao's face turned cold: "Xiao Shi, Xiao
Ling, kill? Di Lu'er land picking up the er service? Her!"

With that said Lin Hao didn't hesitate for a moment, the third form of the

Heavenly Sin Sword, the phoenix form!



The phoenix sounded through the heavens and the earth, Lin Hao was surrounded
by raging flames, a fire phoenix with wings of a hundred meters rushed out from the flames,
opened its mouth and spewed out blazing hot flames, surprisingly, the pestle full of Buddha's
light was melted away.

Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling first froze for a moment and immediately reacted.

Thunder flashed around Lei Ling, and the sound of breaking sound rang out as Lei
Ling swung his fist straight at Qin Bingyu without hesitation.

Lin Ruoshi was not the least bit soft, flinging her whip of seven-coloured streams

of light at Qin Bingyu, as if she wanted to kill Qin Bingyu and Ling Yun together.

Qin Bingyu was shocked, she didn't expect this man to be so ruthless and cruel,
without any compassion, how good Ling Yun was to him, everyone could see it in his eyes, but he
didn't hesitate to give up Ling Yun!

Qin Bingyu was also a ruthless character, and gritted her teeth, "Since you are so
cold and heartless, then I will make you whole!"

Qin Bingyu's left hand controlled Ling Yun's destiny, and with a move of his right
hand, an ice arrow appeared in his hand out of thin air, Qin Bingyu held the arrow in his right hand

and ruthlessly zapped it down towards Ling Yun's sea of consciousness, while Lin Ruoshi and Lei
Ling's attack was about to arrive.



In the nick of time, Ling Yun's body suddenly exploded and turned into peach

blossom petals.

Qin Bingyu was so shocked that she finally understood, and immediately snorted

coldly, "Want to run away? It's not that easy! Ice Seal Snow Domain!"

With Qin Bingyu's furious cry, the space around her was instantly frozen, and
even the heavenly peach petals that Spirit Rhythm had incarnated were all sealed in ice crystals!

This aspect of space was completely frozen, and even time was frozen together!

"No!"

Lei Ling shrieked, but her speed had already reached the limit, and there was no

way to recover this momentum, Lei Ling desperately tried to deflect the direction of the attack,
otherwise Qin Bingyu would be fine, but Ling Yun might die on the spot.

After all, they had seen with their own eyes that the Heaven Swallowing Python

had been frozen by her ice arrow and then inflicted damage on it, which was tons of damage.

Such an injury was simply not something that Ling Yun could withstand.



Lin Ruoshi was similarly shocked, but a full force strike, and already in the final

stage of the attack, had so much momentum that it was basically impossible to force a change.

Fighting against her own power caused both Lin Ruoshi Lei Ling to suffer serious

injuries and spit out a mouthful of blood, but even so, there was still nothing that could be done to
change the truth!

Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi's attacks blasted into the frozen area almost

simultaneously!

Boom!

The ice crystals along with the peach blossom petals instantly collapsed, and Qin

Bingyu who suffered the implication also burst back with injuries, the ice crystals collapsed into

the air, while the peach blossom petals that filled the sky were as red as fresh blood, and after they
collapsed, they turned into fresh blood and sprinkled the long sky, the sky was dyed red by Ling

Yun's blood.

"Auntie Ling Yun!" Lin Ruoshi shrieked, she had never thought that the other party
had frozen the space around her, so Ling Yun could not escape at all.

It was tantamount to them personally decapitating Ling Yun on the spot.



Lin Hao cancelled out Qin Hai's vajra pestle and looked back just in time to see

this scene, that one, it was as if heaven and earth had suddenly stood still, Lin Hao couldn't
believe the scene in front of him.

"Ling Yun!" Lin Hao cried out equally loudly, sensing the aura left behind by

Spirit Rhyme all around him, but he could not sense its presence at all.

How could this be!

Did Ling Yun die just like that?

"Hahahaha, what is it like to kill the person you love so much with your own hands!
Have you tasted this feeling too?" Qin Bingyu laughed uncontrollably and freely, her smile
gradually bt.

She hadn't expected her opponent to try to escape, but they hadn't anticipated her
divine ability, which, within its range, froze everything, even the soul couldn't escape! Unless the
strength could crush her, it was extremely difficult to deal with.

And a second attack on everything frozen would result in permanent irreversible
injuries!
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Even if the terrifying defensive scales of the Heaven Swallowing Python were frozen by the ice
arrows, that was as fragile as ordinary ice, thus being easily torn out with appalling wounds by Ao
Feng's claw down.

Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling wiped away the blood from the corners of their mouths,
their eyes staring at Qin Bingyu with hatred.

"Does it hate me? It's right to hate me! It's not enough! I will kill everyone around
you one by one and destroy everything that once belonged to you, and only then will you be able
to truly experience my pain!" Qin Bingyu shouted as if she had gone mad, her head cloaked like

a devil.

She had also suffered some injuries, and even if she was an intermediate

seventh-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master, suffering a joint strike from Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling

would be incomparably terrifying.

Just then, Qin Bingyu was slightly careless, and her back and right hand were

suddenly cut with several creepy wounds by the cold aura, ? Yifu Wu Serving Wu Fu Wu Wu?
Blood was flowing everywhere.

Qin Bingyu was shocked, and immediately her aura surged wildly around her: the
Frozen Snow Field!

Qin Bingyu instantly froze the space around her a hundred feet away, but this time
nothing was frozen.



A hundred feet away, a cloud of peach blossoms spiralled down from the sky and

Ling Yun's figure slowly emerged.

Although Ling Yun's face was as pale as paper, her breath was depressed, and her
bosom was stained red with her own blood, she was quite miserable, but her life breath was still
very tenacious.

"Bah." Ling Yun spat out a mouthful of blood and looked at Qin Bingyu, "I will
indeed die, but it will never be now."

"Sister Ling Yun!" Lei Ling was ecstatic to see Ling Yun, surprisingly she was fine!

"Auntie Ling Yun you're alright, that's great, Shi thought she'd never see you

again." Lin Ruoshi was not badly hurt either, but seeing that Ling Yun was alright, the tears that
were welling up in her eyes did not stay in the end.

Lin Hao also breathed a sigh of relief, it was good that she was alright.

Lin Hao controlled the fire phoenix to flap its wings, and the monstrous flames

covered the sky and impacted towards Qin Hai Zhan, while Lin Hao quickly retreated and

distanced himself from Qin Hai Zhan, coming to Ling Yun's side and holding her in place,
immediately sending a stream of life essence into Ling Yun's body.



Lin Hao was shocked, Ling Yun's body was in a worse condition than he had
imagined, her life essence had been damaged and she was still able to maintain her current state,
but she was just holding on.

Qin Hai Grievance was even more terrifyingly strong than Qin Feng Resignation,
and in no time at all he was free of the Nirvana Flame, quickly joining up with Qin Bingyu and

preparing to join forces to get rid of Lin Hao.

"Qian Yuan, we can't hold on." Lin Hao gave Qian Yuan an aura condensed voice

to tell him that Ling Yun's situation was very bad and it was impossible to continue to support her,
Lin Ruoshi and the Thunder Spirit were similarly damaged to an unknown degree, and most

crucially, the time limit for the Thunder Spirit to explode was about to arrive.

"As it should be, you guys should retreat." Qian Yuan sighed, he had already

known this result and had prepared for it, but even so, Lin Hao and the others still came out to

support the wave, although it was of little use, at least the thought had arrived.

Lin Hao greeted Lei Ling and Chen Xuanfeng and they quickly gathered in one
place.

"They're trying to run!" Qin Bingyu's face turned gloomy as she quickly drew her

bow and strings, five crystal clear arrows were set up on her crossbow and aimed at Lin Hao and

the others.

Qin Hai Grievance also noticed and shook his head, "Don't be in a hurry, business
is important, let them live for a few more days and save Yue Lun first."



Although Qin Bingyu was very dissatisfied, but that was true, everything was
going well, as long as the four parties cooperated and released the Moon Wheel, then they would
crush Lin Hao and the others in a devastating manner, but it was unexpected that Qian Yuan had

gone rogue at the critical moment.

But even so, Qin Bingyu's bow string in her hand was full of the moon and with a

gentle release, five arrows erupted with an ear-piercing wind-breaking sound and sped towards

Lin Hao and the others, even if they couldn't kill them, it would be enough for them to suffer.

Lin Hao took the form of a fire phoenix, and with an ear-piercing chirp,monstrous
flames appeared out of thin air and shot up into the sky, forming a huge barrier of flame.

At Lin Hao's request, Lin Ruoshi tore through the void of space to lead the

immortal slaves of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace and Lin Yun and the others to quickly leave.
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